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Info & Questions

• Shale gas developments – very large numbers of wells all requiring gas well deliquification
• How do you maximize production effectively i.e. How do you manage critical workload efficiently?
• Exception based surveillance (EBS)?
• Data infrastructure & availability?
• EBS tool requirements & availability?
• EBS model operating envelopes & alarms?
• Ashan presented ways of working in Groundbirch (Canada) which were used as starting point for discussion

• Every production engineer typically needs to manage hundreds of wells

• Experience level of staff is on average low; use is made of SOP’s to increase efficiency and to control quality

• Competition for resources exists between constructing new wells and maintaining old wells; integrated activity planning can help “protect” base load activities
Presentation & Discussion [2]

- All companies have some kind of EBS system to identify bad actors / top losses / out of range wells
- No single tool (yet) exists that meets the needs of operators; tools like PI for data analysis and SharePoint for tracking progress are quite commonly used
- Participants would like to table this critical issue again next year and, if possible, hold dedicated session
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